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MARINE SUPPLIES

Blends By Orly
Gluten-Free Flours
Inspired by her food-centric husband who was diagnosed with celiac
disease, Orly ‘The Baker’ Gottesman set out to discover the key to glutenfree perfection. A Le Cordon Bleu-trained Chef, Orly's research on Blends
by Orly and gluten-free French baking were published in the school's
curriculum and her findings are now taught to students in the
alternative/healthy baking chapter. She has received the honor of alumni
graduation and orientation speaker in 2015 and 2016. Judging by the results
of her labors–remarkable blends of grains that are free of gluten, nuts,
corn, are vegan and OU Kosher certified, yet still unlock astonishing levels
of taste–Orly has pioneered a path to gluten-free freedom. Unlike flours
that contain wheat there is no ‘all-purpose’ flour for gluten-free baking, the
baker needs a different gluten free flour blend for bread than one used for a
cake, cookie or pie crust. With Orly’s unique formulation of flours blended in
different proportions however, specific tastes are mimicked with no
‘gluten-free aftertaste’. Made with the highest quality wholesome
ingredients, Blends by Orly provides a simple way to prepare baked goods
that are so delicious that people would have no idea they are eating
something that is gluten-free. The culmination of countless gluten free
experiments that Orly the Baker tested during her years living and
traveling in Paris, Sydney, New York, London, and Tuscany, each Blend is
inspired by the culinary delights of a different city. Designed to be used as a
1 to 1 replacement for flour. That means you can take a regular recipe and
easily convert it to be gluten free. This does not work with other gluten
free "all purpose" flours because they don't have the right combination of
ingredients tailored to different categories. Derek Alleman, Head of
Provisioning at National Marine Suppliers told us: “We know these products
are special, testament to that is I recently had the Executive Chef of a wellknown yacht send me some terrific pictures of some gluten free apple
pecan muffins, banana walnut bread, cheddar scones, and focaccia bread
he’d baked with Blends by Orly. He really loved them and apparently the
crew couldn't tell they were gluten free!” Blends by Orly are available in
20oz packages and bulk Food Service 25 and 50lb bags.

Did you know?
One in 100 people worldwide live with celiac
disease, while the National Foundation for
or Celiac
C
Awareness estimates that as many as 18-million
8-m
in America have sensitivity to gluten.
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